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I am grateful to share our corporate story with you. Over the
years, we have built a sustainable and agile family of companies.
Everything started with the production of wooden barrels, which
we soon expanded to include pallets, to eventually grow into the
market-leading, diversified and highly data-driven pooling services
provider we are today. By investing in our people, attracting new
talent and nurturing a culture that values entrepreneurship and
employee growth, we have been able to prepare ourselves and our
customers for the future.
Corporate social responsibility is part of our DNA. We have always
believed we, as a company, have a responsibility towards our
employees, our customers and our environment in the broadest
sense of the word. Only by focusing equally on people, planet,
performance and profit can we create a sustainable world together.
That has been our shared ambition for three generations now; it is
the thread that ties past, present and future generations together.
Enjoy the read.
Ingrid Faber
Chief Executive Officer
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A story of
generations
Our story began in 1891, when Hidde Binnert Halbertsma took up a
new trade and started producing wooden barrels for butter. While
the Halbertsma company flourished and gradually moved towards
the production of pallets, Frederik Faber founded a similar
business in Assen in 1935.
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Our history
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In 1948, the Halbertsma company was presumably among the
first in Europe to use Hyster forklift trucks, which accelerated the
development of load boards. The so-called “pallets” opened up new
markets and seemingly endless possibilities. When in 1969 the
Faber company was hit by an enormous fire, the company decided
to shift its production focus to pallets as well. After Faber senior
handed over the reins completely to his son in 1977, the company
acquired several businesses, among which Halbertsma in 1983.
In 1992, the two companies merged to form the Faber Halbertsma
Group. Later that same year, Ingrid Faber joined the team, followed
by her brother Erik in 1994. Changes to environmental legislation
soon lead the group to discover a new angle to the pallet business:
pallet pooling. As a result of our rapidly growing interest in
sustainability and circularity, pallet pooling became one of the
group’s core activities, creating new, international opportunities.
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In 1997, we introduced the Pallet Return System to extend our
services to the entire European polymer industry. One year later,
we acquired Philips Pallet Pool, followed in 2000 by Logipal, a
French pooling service provider active in the food industry. Both
acquisitions enabled us to strengthen our position in the European
market and expand our pooling business. Back then, moving from
only selling pallets to selling and renting pallets was truly innovative.
It is our family’s entrepreneurial mindset that has propelled us to a
leading position in open and closed pooling systems today.
In 2002, we proudly received, as a member of a European timber
purchasing association in Russia, a certificate from Greenpeace
in acknowledgment of our joint efforts to raise the local standards
for wood harvesting and processing. Together we committed to
sourcing only Russian timber with full FSC® certification.
In September 2006, Ingrid took over the leadership of the group.
Six years later, we acquired PAKi Logistics, a European service
provider for standardised (Euro) load carriers. The strategic
acquisition of PAKi Logistics turned out to be an important
milestone in our history, unlocking the market of open and closed
pooling systems in Europe. The group’s international expansion
continued with IPP’s acquisition of El Palet Verde in 2016 and PAKi
Logistics incorporating the German vPool in 2019.
Over the years we have grown into a diversified family of companies.
The combination of open and closed pooling services together with
our in-house production partners makes our group robust, agile and
ready for tomorrow.
That’s our legacy today. It’s where our future begins.
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Our focus on people
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Investing in people is something we are passionate about at
the Faber Halbertsma Group. As a family-owned company, we
focus on developing our employees and uniting as one, because
we feel we owe our success to the efforts of each and every one
of our co-workers.
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We know our values and hold on to them
We aren’t just building a company, we are building a family

At the beginning of 2020, the group – we so proudly call our
family – counted 720 individual members. To keep this family
strong and safe, we invest in the highest safety standards as well
as a dedicated team of HR professionals nurturing sustainable
and warm working relationships. Regular employee satisfaction
surveys, a new onboarding system and an online tool to train
new employees are just a few of the measures we take to
encourage personal and professional growth. A two-year Talent
Management Program gives young Faber Halbertsma Group
talent the opportunity to develop their technical and management
skills, while our systemic approach to learning and development
empowers the whole of the organisation. We also sponsor the
Fresh Produce Consortium’s Young Person of the Year award
through IPP, to celebrate and support the talent behind some of the
latest innovations in the fresh produce and cut flowers industries.
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As a family, we value the way in which we interact with each other,
both transparently and with the utmost respect. We have defined a
framework of simple and clear values and behaviours to maintain
and further strengthen our unique corporate culture.
Our family values
Respect for People and the Planet, Enthusiasm, Passion for
Excellence and Reliability.
Our family behaviours
• Putting Safety First – We feel responsible for our people,
products and services.
• Caring for our Customers – Only by truly listening can we
provide an exceptional service.
• Teamwork – Together we deliver and celebrate results.
• Dare to Try – Good ideas are never wasted; we always focus on
finding new solutions.
• We Deliver – Delivering results is what we do.
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Nicole Oye
As Director of Operations, Nicole Oye works hard
every day for PAKi Logistics. In her free time, she
loves doing nothing more than scuba diving - but
in a rather unusual way. Every time Nicole, her husband Thorsten
and her friends go diving, they always bring something up to the
surface with them: plastic. They started doing this when they saw
how the quantity of plastic on the seabed and in the water was
increasing all over the world. They dispose of the plastic they bring
to the surface in this way in a sustainable manner. Everywhere they
go, they make a small contribution to solving the world’s plastic
problem. An attitude that is very appropriate to an employee of the
Faber Halbertsma Group!

Social responsibility is in our blood. That has long been true of
our company, but also of our employees. As the Faber Halbertsma
Group, we support and motivate our employees and we are
happy to share their own social contribution to a better, safer
and healthier planet. To them and to all other socially committed
employees: thank you for your efforts and we’re proud to have you!
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Tobias Lorke
Beside his job as a customer service manager for
IPP Germany, Tobias Lorke volunteers with the fire
brigade in the city of Halver, Nordrhein-Westfalen.
Last year, he helped fight a huge forest fire in Wixberg, an area
in which unexploded ammunition from the World War II was
uncovered. He has recently celebrated his five-year anniversary as
a volunteer fireman and we hope he will be celebrating many, many
more with us as well. He is a true hero, Tobias. We are honoured to
have him in our family.

Luz da Cruz
As the Planning Representative at IPP Madrid, Luz
da Cruz ensures that customer orders are processed
quickly and swiftly. But she does much more than
that; since a few years now, Luz has been sponsoring a child in
need, because she believes children are both our most vulnerable
and valuable asset. Luz da Cruz: “I’ve developed a strong bond with
the community of the child I support financially. Now I understand
how we can change the lives of children in need and offer them a
secure future. When you sponsor a child, you really change two
lives: the child’s and your own.”
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Our focus on the planet
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Most companies try to integrate corporate social responsibility into
the way they do business. In our case, it has always been part of
our DNA. Since our foundation in 1891, we have been committed to
responsible business practices; taking care of resources and people
has always been a main priority.

Circularity is
the way to go
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Our focus on the planet
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We embrace circularity and respect

Today, we have a comprehensive CSR strategy complete with welldefined goals and targets to strive for sustainability in everything
we do. The raw material of our load carriers is sustainable timber,
sourced from responsibly managed forests. For every tree that is
harvested, five are planted in its place. In addition, we have adopted
a circular pallet pooling system based on the concept of re-use
to minimise our carbon footprint as well as our customers’. Our
pallets are collected, carefully assessed and repaired when needed
and redistributed until they reach the end of their lifespan. After
approximately ten years, they are recycled – and the cycle repeats.
Respect is key in our company. We genuinely respect our
environment, our customers and all the unique individuals who
add to our success on a daily basis. To us, corporate social
responsibility is not just another box to check. It is a way of doing
business. Each of us – individuals and businesses alike – has to
make an effort to reduce our footprint and protect the environment.
At the Faber Halbertsma Group, we believe that businesses can
thrive while allowing the environment to prosper. With a business
model based on circularity, we prove that responsible practices can
go hand in hand with excellent service and top-quality products.

We contribute to a sustainable world

We have been monitoring our sustainability performance since
2017. Every year, we carefully set our goals for the coming period
to continue improving our track record. Circularity is the common
thread in our sustainability strategy – it is what binds us and
defines us as a group. Through responsible forestry and recycling,
we want to protect the resources we all rely on.
Our sustainability strategy is aligned with the 2030 Sustainable
Development Agenda of the United Nations; the goals and targets
that address global challenges and aim at a better and more
sustainable future for all. We actively contribute to five global
Sustainable Development Goals:
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SDG 3: Good health and well-being
Health is essential for sustainable development, both physical
health and mental well-being. To contribute to the health of
our family members, we have a dedicated human resource
management program, we participate in running contests, provide
fresh fruit at work and organise sports activities and boot camps
on a regular basis. We also facilitate teleworking and working from
home for those who can.
SDG 8: Decent work and economic growth
Everyone who can work must get the opportunity to do so under
good working conditions, which in its turn stimulates sustainable
economic growth. As an international group of companies, we use
specialised ICT tools to support international collaboration, we
have a talent management program in place and have launched a
project dedicated to sustainable employment in the wood industry.
We also pay attention to ergonomics in the workplace, climate and
air supply systems, self-improvement projects and safety projects
at production sites. Additionally, we have created our own version
of the Dare to Try Award, encouraging innovation and collaboration
among co-workers, and offer jobs to ex-military personnel.
SDG 12: Responsible consumption and production
Circularity is what we commit to. By providing responsibly
produced and circular load carriers, we want to accelerate the
transition to sustainable economy and help reduce the climate
impact of our customers as well as our own. We not only
have strict ethical sourcing policies for virgin wood, but also
meticulously assess, repair and reuse our load carriers until they
reach the end of their lifespan, after which they are either used
as biomass for the heating of our factories or repurposed as
floorboards for horse stables. To reduce our impact even further,
we use electric forklifts, energy-efficient computers and sheep
as natural lawnmowers, and invest in sustainable buildings, LED
lamps, solar panels, highly insulated glass and self-sufficient drying
rooms running on biomass waste, among other things. But more
importantly, our goal is to reuse at least 95% of our products and
recycle our waste into new resources to the maximum extent.
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SDG 13: Climate action
We use wood for the production of our pallets, which is a renewable
resource that we source responsibly to produce sustainable load
carriers. However, we still rely on fossil fuel for the transportation
of our products. Therefore, we commit to optimising our network
and looking into alternative energy options. Today, we have set
out a European transport network, we have developed our own
‘Green Label’, we have introduced e-Vouchers, we encourage zeroemission transport, and team up with innovative initiatives such as
Uber Freight.

SDG 15: Life on land
90% of the wood we use already originates from sustained forests
with PEFC™ or FSC® certification, but we aim for no less than
100%. We have also implemented lean and green techniques to
reduce waste and deliver high-quality products and have achieved
ISO2009:2015 certification for our quality management system.
Additionally, we introduced reusable coffee cups, reduce paper
waste with digital magazines and brochures, and have set up
a special Faber Halbertsma Group Fund to support projects
promoting biodiversity and a greener, healthier environment.

Here’s just a few of the group’s initiatives to combat the global
climate crisis:

The Faber Halbertsma Group Fund, protecting life on land in
collaboration with the Prins Bernhard Culture Fund since 2018:

• Groendomein Wasven
We contributed to the planting of a bird forest in Eindhoven, the
size of a tennis court. The urban project provides cooling, attracts
fauna, teaches children about nature and is a meeting place for local
residents. The volunteer organisation behind the project plans on
planting up to 100 tiny forests in the Netherlands in three years’ time.

• PRS Green Label
In July 2019, PRS Pooling launched the PRS Green Label, a quality
label for businesses that support the circular economy. The new
label was quickly embraced by the petrochemicals and polymers
industry, a sector that understands sustainability is an absolute
necessity. Rinus de Kok, Commercial Director PRS: “We have built
ourselves a solid, green foundation, one that drives every single one
of us. Whether it’s the people working in the Finance department or
those who are responsible for the collection of our load carriers, we
all know what we do it for. We share the same passion.”

• Baarnsche Bomen
The Baarnsche Bomen Trust is an initiative of inhabitants of Baarn,
a place near Utrecht, who want to create positive, sustainable
change. We support them in their mission to inform and educate
municipalities about the value of repurposing locally harvested
timber into tables, benches, cutting boards, utensils, bowls and more.

• Urban Street Forest
We support the Urban Street Forest in their mission to contribute
to healthy, sustainable cities through vertical plantings. The
Dutch organisation brings local residents, artists, shopkeepers,
entrepreneurs and children together to greenify – and in doing so,
revive – neglected urban areas.

• Heg-en-Landschap Bemmel
Heg-en-Landschap promotes sustainable hazel harvesting. We
support their three-year pilot programme to provide nature and
landscape organisations with a clear manual on how to harvest
and process hazel wood responsibly and repurpose it into
marketable products.

• Het Wildrijk
Het Wildrijk is a small but special forest area of Sint Maartenszee in
the Dutch province of Noord-Holland. The Faber Halbertsma Group
Fund contributed to the recent revitalisation of the forest and the
realisation of a new area, allowing mourning parents to plant a tree
in memory of their deceased children.

• PAKi e-Voucher
The PAKi e-Voucher gives transport companies the option of
digitally managing pallet transport and rental services. It prevents
carriers from travelling unloaded and helps cut carbon emissions
by shortening transport distances. When a retailer issues an
e-Voucher to the transport company, the online e-Voucher
tool automatically generates a code that provides a unique
identification for the specific transaction. For increased flexibility,
the e-Voucher is valid for 12 months and can be transferred to
third-party PAKi Logistics accounts across Europe. David Mayo,
COO PAKi Logistics: “By taking the physical exchange of pallets
into the digital world, both transport companies and retailers can
benefit from total visibility and immediate stock apportionment
enabling more agile and sustainable pallet management.”

• Faia Brava
Côa Valley, a relatively unknown place in northern Portugal, has
amazing birdlife and is home to Portugal’s only private protected
area, the Faia Brava Reserve. An area where wild nature and wildlife
are slowly coming back. By supporting the Portuguese nature
conservation organisation ATN to expand this reserve along the
river, we contribute to its concrete goal to let large grazers migrate
freely along the River Côa over a distance of 10 km by 2025, and its
bigger goal of rewilding to restore Europe’s biodiversity.

• Uber Freight
The brand-new freight division of digital platform Uber has turned
to IPP Pooling to help it cut empty running on its newly established
routes. Dan Buczkowski, head of Europe Expansion at Uber Freight:
“The partnership between IPP and Uber Freight is a natural fit.
Uber Freight develops technology that enables shippers to move
freight seamlessly and in real-time, with unseen transparency and
reliability. Together, we can address some of the key challenges in
the freight industry by improving operational efficiency and making
every kilometre count.”
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“We see the
collaboration with Land Life
Company as an important part of
our sustainability strategy. Planting
trees is the most effective way to
remove carbon dioxide from the air. And
these trees will obviously not be used
to make pallets later.”
Erik Faber,
Managing Director PRS

“National research
shows that the Faber Halbertsma
Group is one of the few really circular
companies in the Netherlands. The
company’s goal is to reuse more than
95 per cent of its pallets and crates.”
Jan Jonker
Professor of Sustainable Entrepreneurship
at Radboud University and editor of
‘Eén zwaluw voorspelt veel goeds’

Our partnership with the Land Life Company
Beginning of 2020 we also started partnering up with the Land
Life Company and participated in a large-scale reforestation
programme in Spain, as part of our overarching sustainability
strategy, which focuses on circularity and the reduction of carbon
emissions. To ensure tangible climate impact, we committed to
plant over 30,000 trees per year in a country where desertification
is already threatening one-third of the land mass. Every tree is
tracked to closely monitor growth and carbon storage. Through
this collaboration, we contribute to Land Life Company’s mission
to restore two billion hectares of degraded land worldwide.
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We simply
deliver

We are one of Europe’s preeminent suppliers of sustainable
pallet products and pooling services. With our in-house
pallet production partners, well-established pooling service
providers and local presence, we can offer a fitting solution
for any pallet requirement.
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Our focus on performance

We stand by our core business
What
We provide sustainable, reliable, cost-effective pallet pooling
services and products to virtually all industries throughout Europe.
How
We have developed a robust, agile and sustainable pooling network
across Europe to streamline the supply chain. In our quest to a
greener future, we are always looking for new and smarter ways to
carry and transport goods.
Why
Safe and secure transport and packaging solutions should be
available to everyone, everywhere. We also believe we have a
responsibility towards our customers and future generations to
provide reusable and sustainable products and services.

Meet the whole Faber Halbertsma Group family:
IPP – Sustainable closed pallet & box pooling services for the
FMCG and recycling industry
IPP provides pallet and box pooling services in the FMCG,
industrial and recycling sectors, covering most of Western
Europe. Through an extensive pooling network, the company is
able to service Europe’s major brand-owners, manufacturers and
retailers. It has built up a strong reputation based on simplicity,
quality and collaboration. IPP operates an extensive recovery and
refurbishment system to deliver high-quality and low-cost pooling
services to a growing customer base. With a range of reuse-based
pallet pooling concepts, from full service to do-it-yourself, this
member of the Faber Halbertsma Group family is able to offer its
customers cost-effective solutions, whatever their requirements.
PRS – Sustainable closed pallet pooling services for the
polymer industry
PRS, short for Pallet Return System, provides sustainable pallet
pooling services to the European polymer industry. The company
operates a Europe-wide network of service centres to dispatch,
recover and refurbish reusable pallets. It offers a convenient and
cost-effective way to provide customers with the right number of
pallets, wherever and whenever they need them. PRS combines
service and reliability while contributing to the polymer industry’s
sustainability goals; it not only incentivises circular business
practices through the PRS Green Label, but also saves 400,000
trees per year, which is around 1000 per day.
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PAKi Logistics – Sustainable open pooling services for
exchangeable standardised load carriers
PAKi Logistics is one of Europe’s leading service providers for the
management, supply and relocation of standardised (Euro) pallets
and Gitter-boxes. With over 40 years of experience, 200 specialists
and a network of more than 10,000 facilities across Europe, PAKi
Logistics offers absolute reliability and incomparable expertise in
pooling. It helps transport companies, retailers and manufacturers
all over Europe with the handling of their specific load carrier needs.
vPOOL – Sustainable open pooling services for grade load carriers
With over 20 years of experience, vPOOL has become a household
name when it comes to food grade load carrier pooling services.
With a strong presence throughout Europe, the company
completes 150 deliveries and collections of load carriers per day,
servicing more than 700 service providers. The annual amount
of load carriers vPOOL distributes translates into almost 1,000
football pitches. vPOOL Logistics GmbH became part of the Faber
Halbertsma Group family in February 2019.
Satim – Sustainable timber
Satim specialises in sustainable wood. The business sources kiln
(oven) dried and fresh sawn timber for manufacturers of boxes and
pallets across Europe. Its insider knowledge of the timber market
and local presence allows the company to source just the right
timber for every job. Thanks to its excellent contacts with timber
suppliers and an extensive network of transporters, Satim is able to
meet the tightest deadlines and offer the most competitive prices.
Production companies – Sustainable wooden packaging
We are the largest producer of wooden packaging in the Benelux
area, from single use to sustainable, reusable pallets. We combine
old-fashioned craftsmanship with the latest technology and excel
in producing large quantities of high-quality, standardised (Euro)
pallets. We also produce bespoke pallets to meet the unique needs
of our customers. Quality management is central to our business;
we were the first pallet manufacturer in Europe to meet the strict
ISO 9001 standards. Our production companies – Phoenix, Faber,
Naus, Pasec, Packaging Partners, Francepal and DEF – work in
close collaboration to offer our customers the best packaging
solutions in the market.
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Balancing
profit and
purpose

We steer the group as one; the head office manages the entire
family. Although each division has its own strategic plan and set of
objectives, we strive to align them with the overall group strategy
to generate long-term growth and sustainable value for our
customers – and society at large.
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Our focus on profit

We want to create sustainable value

All Faber Halbertsma Group members are autonomous and
responsible for their day-to-day management, profit & loss and
the execution of their division strategy. However, it is our shared
commitment to continuous improvement and ambitions for the
circular economy that drive our corporate success.

We work together to deliver results
In 2019, we achieved a net turnover of € 330.3 million, compared to
€ 326.8 million in 2018, with an added value of € 129.3 million (2018:
€ 126.4 million). Our solvency rate grew from 35.5% to 40.6%, mainly
due to the good net result over 2019. These are the tangible results
of years of ambitious business decisions, a clear vision and the
group’s visual transformation with a harmonious corporate identity.
In March 2019, Chief Financial Officer Stan Peeters declared the
start of a new and exciting era with the change of the names of
each and every Faber Halbertsma Group member. The immediate
reason for the large-scale transformation was to display a visual
unity with the emphasis on the group’s individual family brands.
The individual brand websites each provide an overview of all Faber
Halbertsma Group brands, enabling us to act as one family with a
common goal: delivering sustainable, top-quality pooling solutions.
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In 2019, we continued to invest in the pool size of our openpooling business to capture growth opportunities in the market.
We are currently engaged in digital innovation projects and are
looking into further expansion throughout Europe. We have also
determined the framework for the further strategic reorientation
of the production division.
In the last two decades, we have transformed from a pallet
manufacturer into a strongly data-driven, full-service pooling
partner. By attracting talent for key positions, investing in the
professional development of our employees and fostering a culture
of entrepreneurship, we have been able to lay a solid foundation for
future growth, both organic and through acquisition. Moreover, our
data-driven approach enables us to run an effective and profitable
pooling system aimed at providing our customers with the best
transport solution for every occasion. In the words of Ingrid Faber,
“Data helps us develop custom solutions for our customers. Our
mission has remained: we want to provide transport companies,
shippers and retailers with the best possible packaging solution –
whether it is standardised or bespoke.”
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STEADY GROWTH

We invest in long-term growth to serve our customers

With our full-service concept, we strive to develop Europe’s most
secure and sustainable pooling network to streamline the supply
chain. In the period leading to our corporate transformation, we
were able to maintain our market share for closed pooling in
most segments. We strengthened our network and implemented
our shared-services approach in Eindhoven, which encouraged
interdivisional collaboration, and, in its turn, positively impacted our
service quality throughout Europe.
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•

Net turnover: € 330.3 million

•

Added value: € 129.3 million

•

Result after tax: € 18.1 million

•

Employees: 720 (FTE)

•

Produced and repaired pallets: 11 million

•

Charitable contributions: € 100,000
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For the
generations
to come

We expect that the persistent European economic growth will
continue to have a positive effect on transport and logistics
and, consequently, on the activities of the Faber Halbertsma Group.
We believe that by providing sustainable production and closedand open-pooling solutions we create significant value for our
customers and the next generations.
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Our outlook for 2020 and beyond

We anticipate further sales growth from our pooling activities
and agile services, which is why we will continue to invest in
our pool size and look for business development and expansion
opportunities throughout Europe. A family of companies with a
decentralised organisation and compact holding structure calls
for strong divisional leadership. We will continue to invest in
people through employee training, by attracting top talent for key
positions and by offering development programmes across all
levels of management within the group. By promoting a culture
of innovation and entrepreneurship we aim to remain close to our
customers and adapt to their changing needs.
Geographical and portfolio expansion will remain an important
route for achieving corporate growth. Our in-depth industry
knowledge, digital focus and flexible service will enable us to
expand our operations in existing markets and unlock new ones.
We are confident that our future is rich in opportunities, with
technology impacting both the global economy and our daily
lives. In this rapidly changing world, new industry developments
can become commonplace in but a few years’ time, impacting
the traditional retail supply chain. Additionally, we expect further
consolidation in the number of major players and a strong increase
in smaller, specialist retailers and retail organisations.

Our future is digital

We are convinced that the digitisation of supply chains will
continue. As a result, our company is becoming increasingly data
driven. In line with our vision and strategy, we continue to invest
in its organisation, IT systems and in development programmes
to explore innovative technologies. In 2019, we have focussed
on the implementation of interfaces between various satellite
systems and on the adjustment of our systems and processes in
order to continue to comply with privacy laws and regulations.
Furthermore, measures were taken to address cyber security
risks, resulting in the development and execution of a security
roadmap for 2019-2021.

Our future is sustainable

Our vision is to become the most sustainable pallet pooler and
manufacturer with regard to people, planet and prosperity.
Sustainability is at the core of our business. Relying on a steady
stream of timber for the production of our products, we will
continue to protect our core resource through responsible forestry
and circular business practices. We commit to contributing to a
healthy planet by providing reusable load carriers and high-quality
pool pallets, saving not only valuable (virgin) wood, but also cutting
carbon emissions from transport and production. Safeguarding the
wellbeing of our family and future generations is, has been and will
always be our main priority.
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Thank you
On behalf of the entire Faber Halbertsma Group, I would like to thank
you for your interest in our corporate story. We hope to have provided
you with a broader view of who we are, what we do and why we do
business the way we do. I am proud to be part of this amazing family
of committed individuals and feel grateful to be able to contribute
to a more sustainable future, together.
Ingrid Faber
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Faber Halbertsma Group
Prinses Beatrixstraat 35
4024 HL Eck en Wiel
The Netherlands
www.faberhalbertsmagroup.com
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